DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM
Sales Instruction No. 10/2011
From

CE/Commercial,
DHBVN, Hisar.
To
All CGMs/GMs/DGMs/AGMs (OP),
FM- I/C Sub offices in DHBVN.
Memo No.Ch. 10/SE/C-R-16/94/2004/F-5
Subject:

Dated : 19/5/2011

Guidelines for release of power connection under modified HVDS Scheme.
Please refer Sales Circular No. D-12/2011 vide which instruction for release of

tubewell connection under modified HVDS scheme was issued.
In the ibid circular the consumer desirous of seeking tubewell connections were
given options as below:a)

The old system of four or more connections per transformer, where the consumer pays
Rs.20,000/- and Rs.7,000/- per span;

b)

Three

connections

per

transformer

where

the

consumer

pays

Rs 30,000/- and Rs 7,000/- per span.
c)

Single connection per transformer where the consumer meets the

full cost of the

transformer in addition to the cost of spans.
In order to implement the above policy the following guidelines are being issued:1. The applicant will give his option under 3-tier approach at the time of submission of A&A
form.
2. The applicants whose demand notices have been issued/to be issued shall be required to
give fresh options within 15 days. Time bound notices shall be issued by SDOs within 7
days of issue of these instructions seeking fresh options.
3. Dedicated T/F for each consumer as in full HVDS will be permitted under the self
execution track where the consumer pays full cost of the distribution T/F as well as the
spans.
4. The length of LT line required for release of connection shall be restricted to 1200 ft for
option (a) and (b) and each span of HT/LT should not be more than 70 mtr
5. The length of service connection cable should not be more than 20 mtr.
6. The maximum loading of the T/F shall be upto 80 % of the rated capacity.
7. All connection shall be released on metered supply.
8. T/F capacity for release of connection shall be limited to 100 KVA.
9. To expedite the release of connection in view of coming paddy season, short term tenders
of 11 days by SE (OP) shall be invited.
The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned for careful and
meticulous compliance.
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DHBVN, Hisar

